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ABSTRACT

Typhoons with ‘‘deflection tracks’’ (DTs) within a 200-km distance of themountainous island of Taiwan are

examined. We analyze 84 landfalling typhoons that compose 49 DT cases turning to the left-hand side, in-

cluding 18 with very large deflection angles (DA. 208) and another 7 having looped tracks (LTs).Most of the

large DA and LT cases are ‘‘northern landfall’’ type, reaching Taiwan’s east coast poleward of 248N and

originally possessing relatively slow translation speeds (;4m s21). Their average translation speeds, however,

increase by 50% in the 3 h prior to landfall. The WRF Model is used to simulate DT cases, and potential

vorticity (PV) tendency diagnosis is used to interpret the contributions of the horizontal advection (HA),

vertical advection (VA), and diabatic heating (DH) terms. The northern landfall tropical cyclones (TCs)

possess significant cross-mountain flow to the south of the storm near the coast, resulting in vorticity stretching

(the VA effect) and subsidence warming. The subsidence suppresses storm convection and produces heating

asymmetries (the DH effect) that can induce significant southwestward deflections. The cross-mountain VA

and DH effects are weaker for the ‘‘southern landfall’’ storms. The results explain well the observed increase

of translation speed prior to landfall in DT cases and show that the HA effect, in general, does not contribute

to the track deflection. Our results highlight the impact of topography on TC track by the vorticity stretching

effect and by asymmetric diabatic heating.

1. Introduction

There are many previous observational and numerical

studies indicating that the tracks of tropical cyclones (TCs)

may be altered while approaching the Central Mountain

Range (CMR) of Taiwan (e.g., Brand and Blelloch 1974;

Wang 1980; Bender et al. 1987; Yeh and Elsberry 1993).

Westbound TCs sometimes start exhibiting a southward

turn at a distance of around 200km offshore and then

make landfall or deflect southward around Taiwan (Brand

and Blelloch 1974; Wang 1980; Yeh and Elsberry 1993).

We term this phenomenon a ‘‘deflection track’’ (DT).

Previous numerical simulations show that some DTs are

caused by the orographic blocking effect, which means the

environmental flow is distorted or impeded by the Taiwan

topography, thereby modifying the TC structure. Specifi-

cally, an asymmetric flow across the typhoon center is

generated when a TC moves near the topography that

sometimes leads to a southward deflection for storms ap-

proaching the northern part of the island (Bender et al.

1987; Yeh and Elsberry 1993; Lin et al. 1999).

Lin et al. (2005) conducted a series of numerical ex-

periments of a vortex across an idealized mesoscale

mountain to identify the relevant nondimensional

dynamical parameters. They suggest that DTs within a

200-km distance offshore preferentially occur with smaller

values of the vortex Froude number (VFr 5 Vmax/Nh)

and the vortex/mountain size parameter (Rmax/Ly),Corresponding author: Shih-Hao Su, ssh3@g.pccu.edu.tw
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where Vmax is the vortex maximum wind, N is buoyancy

frequency, h is mountain height, Rmax is vortex radius of

Vmax, and Ly is the mountain’s latitudinal extent. The de-

gree of track deflection is controlled predominantly by the

steering flow Froude number (U/Nh), whereU is themean

flow speed. In the situation of strong blocking (i.e., the

steering flow Froude number is small), a northerly asym-

metric flow between the parent cyclone and the mountain

range develops thatmodifies the cyclonemotion.Owing to

vorticity advection, the vortex is deflected toward the

south by themean flow near themountain coast. This kind

of channeling effect is also found in idealized experiments

and simulations of Typhoons Haitang (2005) and Krosa

(2007) (Jian and Wu 2008; Huang et al. 2011; Wu et al.

2015). However, there are some TC cases with northward

deflection tracks, and these have been discussed in pre-

vious observations and numerical studies (Brand and

Blelloch 1974;Wang 1980; Chang 1982; Bender et al. 1987;

Yeh and Elsberry 1993; Lin et al. 2005). They suggest that

the northward deflection track was also due to either

terrain-altered environmental flow or the terrain blocking

effect in certain scenarios.

The vorticity stretching effect associated with the flow

across the steep terrain may also lead to DTs for

westward-moving typhoons (Kuo et al. 2001). Vorticity

stretching is important when the typhoon is strong and

VFr is large so that the flow can cross the topography

with less blocking. In such a case, the cyclone will have a

local northwest motion following the direction of local

topographic potential vorticity (PV) gradient, which is

similar to the b effect (Carnevale et al. 1988, 1991). The

topographic b effect affecting TC motion in the Sierra

Madre has been reported in Zehnder (1993).

Kuo et al. (2001) demonstrated that as the typhoon

circulation crosses the CMR of Taiwan, vorticity

stretching leads to the southward shift of typhoon mo-

tion before landfall. Idealized experiments have shown

that the location where vorticity stretching occurs will

depend on the relative size and location of the typhoons

and topography (Lin et al. 2005; Huang and Lin 2008;

Lin and Savage 2011; Liu et al. 2016; Lin et al. 2016). The

vorticity budget analysis showed that the track de-

flection upstream is dominated by vorticity stretching

occurring on the east side of the CMR in the cases in

which the vortex is small, compared to the mountain

size, or is located at the northern portion of the CMR

(Lin and Savage 2011). The vorticity stretching on the

lee side may be associated with significant subsidence.

Chen et al. (2010) studied the subsidence warming due

to the TC flow crossing the mountain in Taiwan, and

their results indicate that when typhoons make landfall

in northern Taiwan, significant surface warming due to

the subsidence usually appears at the southeastern coast,

owing to cross-mountain downslope winds. The ob-

served subsidence warming and its associated vorticity

stretching on the lee side of the CMR may lead to the

DTs of typhoons.

In addition to its mechanical effects, topographically

modulated diabatic heating may also play an important

role in influencing TC motion (Chang 1982; Chan et al.

2002; Wang et al. 2012, 2013). Topographically phase-

locked, convective diabatic heating induced by the TC

circulation impacting the CMR can significantly alter

the TC track (Hsu et al. 2013, hereafter H13; Tang and

Chan 2014, 2015). H13 also suggested the diabatic

heating may contribute to causing track deflections be-

fore landfall. All the physical processes addressed so far,

including the terrain blocking, the vorticity stretching,

and the diabatic heating, can be consistently diagnosed

via PV tendency analysis (cf. Wu andWang 2000, 2001),

which has proven to be a useful way of understanding

typhoon motion (e.g., Fovell et al. 2010; Cao et al. 2011;

Tang and Chan 2014, 2015). The cyclone tends to move

toward the direction where the positive wavenumber-1

component (WN1) of the PV tendency is dominant.

Among the previous numerical studies regarding terrain-

induced DTs near Taiwan, the majority have focused on

either westward-moving TC cases with looped tracks

(LTs) or discussed TC deflection mechanisms within

idealized frameworks (Lin et al. 2005; Lin and Savage

2011; Liu et al. 2016; Lin et al. 2016; Tang andChan 2016).

Each appears to emphasize a different mechanism re-

lated to the terrain effect that can produce DTs near the

Taiwan coast. Moreover, there appears to be a lack of

climatological analysis of DTs near Taiwan’s east coast.

Therefore, in this study, we perform an observational

analysis of 84 typhoons that reached the east coast of

Taiwan during the 51-yr period between 1960 and 2010

(inclusive). Idealized numerical simulations with realistic

Taiwan terrain profile employing PV tendency diagnoses

are then used to interpret the observational results.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2

presents observational statistics of typhoon track

deflections before landfall. Section 3 describes the

Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model ex-

periments and the PV tendency diagnosis. The WRF

simulations and the PV tendency analyses are presented

in section 4. Section 5 gives the conclusions.

2. Observation

This study focuses on typhoons approaching within a

200-km distance of Taiwan’s east coast. Of the 96

typhoons that occurred in the 51-yr period spanning

1960–2010, 84 eventually made landfall on the east coast

of Taiwan after an average interval of about 12 h. Some
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of these typhoons also exhibited track variations or de-

flections as they approached the island that can be de-

scribed as turning to the left-hand side and right-hand

side (rhs), relative to their motions.

Figure 1 presents example DT storms that possess

large deflection angles (DAs) (a . 208) or LTs. Our

method of computing the storm track DA a, illustrated

in Fig. 1a, utilized hourly position information from the

Central Weather Bureau (CWB) typhoon database

(Wang 1980; Shieh et al. 1998) that was augmented by

radar and satellite data from 1977 onward. To measure

TC deflection quantitatively, we identified the deflection

point as the location at which the TC had the longest

interval of straight motion within the 12-h period before

landfall. Then, the DA a is formed between the original

and deflected TC motion vectors. The typhoon exhibits

left-hand (right hand) turning when the DA is positive

(negative), and its magnitude indicates the amplitude of

the deflection. If the typhoon position is farther than

200 km from the east coast of Taiwan at 12 h before

landfall (t 5 212 h), the position where the storm first

reaches 200km is selected instead.

Table 1 categorizes the 84 typhoon cases into sub-

groups based on DA magnitude and the latitude of the

deflection point, and it reveals that the track deflection is

influenced by the position of the typhoon relative to the

Taiwan topography. Typhoons tend to turn to the right-

hand (a # 08) and left-hand (a . 08) sides while ap-

proaching southern and northern Taiwan, respectively.

For the 35 cases with negative a, 23 (66%) had de-

flection points south of 238N latitude. Of the remaining

49 storms, 18 possessed a. 208, with the majority (90%;

16 of 18) located north of 238N. There were also 7 ty-

phoons exhibiting LTs prior to landfall, all occurring

FIG. 1. (a)Determination of the deflection anglea for TyphoonToraji (2001). The deflection point was defined as

the location at which the TC had the longest interval of linear motion within the 12-h period before landfall. The

included angle of those two vectors is defined as a. (b) Examples of DT typhoons with DA greater than 208. The
positions of deflection points are marked as red dots. (c) Tracks for seven LT typhoons.
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poleward of 238N (Fig. 1c). LT behavior can prolong the

duration time prior to landfall and lead to extreme rain-

fall events in Taiwan (Su et al. 2012; Chang et al. 2013).

If only the mean flow blocking by topography is con-

sidered, the westbound typhoons should turn to the

south for typhoons approaching southern Taiwan. Pre-

vious numerical studies using idealized topography (a

Gaussian hill) have shown that the most significant ter-

rain blocking and channeling effects occur near the

central peak (Lin et al. 1999; Liu et al. 2016). The storm

intensity and translation speed also affect the TC in-

teraction with the topography, but TCs approaching dif-

ferent parts of the topography would have different

responses (Yeh and Elsberry 1993; Huang et al. 2011).

Although the topography is asymmetric, Taiwan’s highest

mountain, Yushan, is located around 23.58N, and, as a

consequence, cases with large DAs should be more likely

to have landfalls south of 23.58N. However, our analysis

indicates that most of the large DA cases occur north of

248N and decrease equatorward, which implies that the

terrain blocking is either not always present or at least is

not the sole mechanism influencing DT behavior. We

hypothesize that the vorticity stretching effect may also

be a factor, and strong subsidence south of the typhoon

may occur while the storm is approaching northern

Taiwan. The downslope wind at the lee side may not

only contribute to the vorticity budget, but also suppress

convective activity equatorward of the typhoon center.

Figure 2 shows four westward-moving typhoon cases

belonging to the positive DA or LT classes. The radar

analysis from the Quantitative Precipitation Estimation

and Segregation Using Multiple Sensor (QPESUMS)

system (Chiou et al. 2006) reveals the appearance of

relatively weak convection zones on the southwest sides

of these typhoons as they approached the east coast of

Taiwan. Chen et al. (2010) suggested that the weak radar

reflectivity zones in Typhoons Haitang (2005), Talim

(2005), and Krosa (2007) were related to the subsidence

warming that occurred when the typhoon’s cyclonic

circulation was directed eastward, across the CMR.

Figure 2d also shows similar weak reflectivity zones

appeared in Typhoon Saola (2012), during which the

CWB also recorded Foehn-type wind events in southeast

Taiwan. Therefore, the weak convection zones appearing

in the composite radar reflectivity may be evidence for

the cross-mountain flow-induced vorticity stretching on

the lee side. The vorticity stretching effect can cause DTs

when the cross-mountain flow appears near the typhoon

(Kuo et al. 2001).

Figure 3 displays the mean translation speed every 3h

prior to typhoon landfall for LTs and positive DA cases

with deflection points located north of 238N. Both the

LT and large DA (a . 208) cases have relatively slow

mean translation speeds at 12 h before landfall but then

experience a significant acceleration as the storms ap-

proach the terrain. For the cases with a exceeding 208,
the average t 5 29 to 212h translation speed is about

5m s21, while for LT cases, it is about 4m s21. The av-

erage translation speeds 9–12h before landfall for LT

cases are slower than for the small DA (a , 208) cases.
The average speed increases by about 1 (2.4) m s21 for

large DA (LT) cases in the 3 h prior to landfall. These

speed increases may cause southward displacements of

about 11–26 km prior to landfall.

In this study, the effects of both diabatic heating and

mechanical forcing on DTs will be studied with numerical

experiments. The reason why most large DA cases have

occurred poleward of 248N will be addressed in following

sections.

3. Model settings and potential vorticity tendency
diagnosis

a. Model settings

A modified variant of the WRF Model (version 3.1.1;

see Fovell and Su 2007; Fovell et al. 2009, 2010; Cao et al.

2011; Hsu et al. 2013) is used in this study. The basic

state consists of Jordan’s (1958) Caribbean hurricane

season composite temperature and humidity sounding

with a uniform sea surface temperature (SST) of 298C.
The Yonsei University (YSU) planetary boundary layer

scheme (Hong 2010), Lin et al. (1983) microphysics

scheme, RRTM (Mlawer et al. 1997) and Dudhia

(1989) radiation packages, and Smagorinsky (horizontal)

subgrid-scale mixing scheme are chosen for these ideal-

ized simulations. The model domain is square, 1500km

on a side, with horizontal resolution of 5 km. The model

employs 35 vertical layers, topping out at 10 hPa.

TABLE 1. Numbers of typhoonswith differentDAs categorized by latitude range of their deflection point. DA greater than zero represents

the typhoon cases with DTs turning to the left-hand side, and LTs are the looped track typhoon cases.

Category (No.) a # 08 (35) 08, a # 108 (9) 108 , a # 208 (15) 208 , a (18) LT (7)

North of 248N (23) 3 1 4 10 5

238–248N (25) 9 3 5 6 2

228–238N (23) 13 4 4 2 0

South of 228N (13) 10 1 2 0 0
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Our experiments are initialized with an easterly flow

that is uniform in both the horizontal and vertical di-

rections and with a magnitude that is varied in the sen-

sitivity experiments. Following H13, the model domain

has no topography other than Taiwan, which was con-

structed from the 30-arc-s (about 1 km) resolution

USGS database. As in H13, we supply the island grid

points with the same surface roughness and moisture

availability as the ocean to focus on the effect of topo-

graphically induced asymmetric flow and convection on

typhoon motion. Although there is no land, we will

employ the term ‘‘landfall’’ to describe the TC en-

counter with the Taiwan topography. Tropical cyclones

were inserted into the initial state via the WRF bogus

scheme and initially positioned 400 km from the east

coast of Taiwan.

b. Potential vorticity tendency diagnosis

The PV tendency diagnosis (Wu and Wang 2000,

2001) is used in an attempt to separate the influences of

advection and diabatic heating on tropical cyclone

motion. As in Fovell et al. (2010, 2016), Cao et al. (2011),

FIG. 2. Composite radar reflectivity from Taiwan CWB’s QPESUMS system for (a) Typhoon Haitang (2005),

(b) Typhoon Talim (2005), (c) Typhoon Krosa (2007), and (d) Typhoon Saola (2012).
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and H13, we employ this analysis in a fundamentally

qualitative and comparative fashion in order to help

elucidate important differences among time periods and

simulations. First of all, the storm motion is correlated

with the WN1 component of PV tendency:
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where P is the PV, u is potential temperature, z is the

relative vorticity, g is the gravity acceleration, and f is

the planetary vorticity. In (1), the subscripts ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘s’’

denote the WN1 component and the symmetric part of

the vortex PV, andCx andCy are the scalar speeds in the

east and north directions, respectively.
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where u, y, and w are horizontal and vertical velocities,

r is density, and Q is the diabatic heating rate. The net

PV tendency is determined by the three terms on the rhs

of (3): horizontal advection (HA), vertical advection

(VA), and the diabatic heating term (DH) that depends

on gradients of Q. H13 determined that the DH term

was dominated by vertical gradients of Q, which, owing

to absolute vorticity being positive, creates PV when

heating increases with height. Note that while Q gen-

erates PV, and the translation speed and direction may

be altered byQ, storms do not move directly toward the

region of maximum Q. Instead, they translate in the

direction where the WN1 PV tendency is positive, and

asymmetric diabatic heating can contribute significantly

to that. However, the DH termmay be a minor factor in

storm motion not because there is little diabatic heating

in the storm, or because there are no gradients in the

heating field, but rather because the heating field itself is

relatively symmetric (cf. Fovell et al. 2010; H13).

H13 (p. 1013) discussed some limitations of the PV

diagnosis method, including the lack of independence

among the HA, VA, and DH terms and their tendency

to shift magnitude and orientation with height. These

were addressed by averaging the terms over a deep layer

(1–11km above the surface). In our experience, aver-

aging over an appreciable depth above the boundary

layer helps to significantly decrease themagnitude of the

residual term, which means the combined rhs PV ten-

dency is consistent with the TC moving direction and

speed. While we employ PV analysis to facilitate quali-

tative comparisons, we recognize that the residual term

should be small to support the efficacy of the method

(and is small in all applications discussed herein).

Furthermore, as we focus on persistent, rather than

instantaneous, deflections in TCmotion, we also employ

temporal (3 h) averaging to smooth out the short-term

or random TC motions. We compute the PV tendency

terms within a 40 000 km2 square horizontal area cen-

tered on the TC. In our experiments, this area contains

FIG. 3. The 3-hourly mean translation speeds prior to landfall for LT and DT typhoons with

positive deflection angles a and deflection points located north of 238N. Brown line denotes the

translation speed of LT cases. Red, green, and blue lines represent the translation speeds for the

208 , a, 108 , a# 208, and 08, a# 108 deflection angle subgroups, respectively. The standard

deviations in each of the curves are about 2m s21.
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the asymmetric PV tendencies that can potentially in-

teract with the symmetric part of TC vortex based on (1).

4. Numerical results

a. Overview

Figure 4 presents the typhoon tracks from experiment

U3N (blue), which makes landfall north of 238N (see

Table 2), and the corresponding oceanic control (OC;

gray) run that has no topography. The initial vortices

were placed at 20.258N, 124.358E, 400 km southeast of

Taiwan, within a uniform 3ms21 easterly (U3) flow.

Hourly tracks were determined by the local minimum of

surface circulation near the location of lowest sea level

pressure. Both typhoons initially tracked northwestward

at about 3.6m s21, a consequence of the mean steering

and the beta effect, albeit about one-half standard de-

viation slower than all the categories show in Fig. 3.

After simulation hour 21 (about 17 h prior to its

landfall), however, the translation speed of case U3N

started fluctuating with time. In contrast to the OC ty-

phoon, which continued moving northwestward, the

U3N track deflected leftward (cyclonically, to the

southwest) 3 h prior to making landfall at simulation

hour 38. The 3-h mean translation speeds also increased

by 20%, from 3.6 to 4.3m s21, during the 15-h period

preceding the storm reaching the coast. Case U3N’s

track deflection became as large as 26 km relative to OC

prior to landfall, which is reasonable, according to Fig. 3.

Figure 4 also illustrates total rainfall for case U3N

between prelandfall simulation hours 35–38 (top) and

postlandfall simulation hours 51–54 (bottom); those times

are identified by blue crosses superposed on the U3N

track. Prior to landfall, the rainfall maximum was located

on the windward side of eastern Taiwan. As the typhoon

moved to Taiwan’s western coast after landfall (Fig. 4b),

two rainfall peaks appeared on the CMR’s western slope

at about 24.18 and 23.28N. The vertical cross sections of

temporally averaged diabatic heating Q in Fig. 5 are

taken across local rainfall maxima, as indicated in Fig. 4.

The distinct wind shift in Figs. 5a and 5b indicates the

different windward side of the mountain when the ty-

phoon is prior to landfall and departure, respectively.

While most of the heating was found below 5-km altitude

prior to landfall (Fig. 5a), the convection was deeper

(extending up to 10km) and more vigorous when the

typhoon was located in western Taiwan (Fig. 5b).

b. PV tendency analysis for DTs before landfall

Figure 6 presents PV tendency diagnoses representing

two different times for U3N and its southern landfall

counterpart, U3S, which was created by positioning an

otherwise identical vortex farther to the south (Table 2).

Note that while U3N presented a significant leftward-

turning DT prior to landfall, U3S proceeded north-

westward without deviation right up until reaching the

coast. The 3-h composite PV tendency contributions of

HA, VA, and DH are denoted as vectors in blue, green,

and red, respectively, and the OC case’s HA vector is

dashed blue. Times referenced are relative to (and

negative, prior to) the respective landfalls of the U3N

and U3S cases, and the diagnoses represent hours 211

to 28 and 23 to 0.

For the OC case, the HA vector magnitude was about

3.2m s21 and directed northwest, accounting for nearly

all of this case’s translation. The other terms (not shown)

were small, not because vertical advection and diabatic

heating were not present, but rather because their WN1

projections were not significant. In contrast, the U3N

FIG. 4. Typhoon tracks over 72 h for the Taiwan terrain (U3N;

blue) and OC (gray) experiments having initial 3m s21 easterly

mean flow. Three-hourly track positions (circles) are defined by the

local surface wind minimum near the sea level pressure minimum.

Rainfall totals for U3N over (a) 35–38 and (b) 51–54 h are shaded;

these times are indicated by the blue crosses superposed on the

U3N track. Dashed lines indicate locations of the cross sections

presented in Fig. 5. The topography contour interval is 1000m.

Only part of the 1500 km2 domain is shown.
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typhoon was already deviating from its oceanic control

during the period between211 and28 h. Its HA vector

rotated 178 clockwise relative toOC’s, and its magnitude

was somewhat larger (about 3.6m s21). The other terms

were insignificant during this period.

The VA and DH terms, however, became more im-

portant as the U3N typhoon approached the coast. While

the HA contribution remained directed northwestward,

both DH and VA developed southwestward components

(of 3 to 2.5ms21, respectively) in the 3-h period prior to

landfall, consistent with the typhoon’s cyclonic (leftward)

deviation and approximately 25-km storm center dis-

placement during this time. In the case of U3S, the DH

and VA contributions were qualitatively similar but

quantitatively smaller, in agreement with that typhoon’s

much more modest direction and speed change. This PV

TABLE 2. List of experiments (see text).

Name Vmax (m s21) Rmax (km) U (m s21) Topography Diabatic heating Position

U3N 50 50 23 Taiwan On North

U3S 50 50 23 Taiwan On South

OC 50 50 23 None On —

NDH 50 50 23 Taiwan Off North

OCNDH 50 50 23 None Off —

U3NV15 15 50 23 Taiwan On North

U3NR100 50 100 23 Taiwan On North

U3NT 50 50 23 Plateau-like Taiwan On North

U1.5N 50 50 21.5 Taiwan On North

FIG. 5. Temporal mean cross sections of diabatic heating Q

(shaded), potential temperature (black contours), vertical velocities

(red contours), and horizontal winds (vectors) over (a) 35–38 h for

cross section a and (b) 51–54 h for cross section b, as indicated in Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. The hourly tracks of the U3N and U3S experiments

(black) and OC experiment (gray), annotated with hours prior to

landfall (L) expressed as negative numbers. The PV tendency

contributions of HA, VA, and DH are plotted as vectors in blue,

green, and red, respectively. The track of U3S’s OC counterpart

parallels that of the U3N case and thus is omitted for clarity.

The DH and VA vectors of the OC case are not shown, as the

magnitudes are too small.
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tendency diagnosis result is also qualitatively consistent

with the previous study of Tang and Chan (2014).

Figure 7 presents selected vortex-following composite

fields from t523 h to landfall for experiments U3N and

U3S. Shown are the storm motion vector (labeled C)

and potential temperature anomaly (relative to the ini-

tial state) and downward motion (left column) and total

period rainfall and vertically averagedQ (right column).

The vector of total PV tendency (summations of HA,

VA, and DH) is close to the storm motion vector in our

analysis. Rather than being blocked, the circulation of

U3N forced downward motion on the east-facing slope

of the CMR (Fig. 7a), increasing the surface potential

temperature by as much as 7.3K southwest of the ty-

phoon center, in agreement with Chen et al. (2010).

Note that there was diminished rainfall and latent

heating (Fig. 7b) where the descent was largest, as the

subsiding motion logically suppressed convective activ-

ity, and the asymmetric distribution pattern of convec-

tion resembled the cases presented in Fig. 2.

Owing to the subsidence, theU3N case’sQ fieldwas also

quite asymmetric, which permitted the DH term to mod-

ulate this TC’s motion. Note that the DH vector pointed

toward a local minimum of convective heating and rainfall.

FIG. 7. Vortex-following composite fields from23 h to landfall for experimentsU3NandU3S,with typhoonmotion

vector C (black), and VA (green) and DH (red) contributions to storm motion shown. (a),(c) Potential temperature

anomalies (with respect to the initial time; shaded), downward motions (less than 20.2m s21; hatched), and wind

vectors at the lowest model level for U3N andU3S, respectively. (b),(d) Accumulated rainfall (shaded) and vertically

averaged diabatic heating Q (orange, contoured at 12, 15, 18, and 21Kh21) for U3N and U3S.
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H13 explained how this occurs (see p. 1015): in the north-

east quadrant, the heating maximum was in the lower tro-

posphere, causing its vertical gradient (the most important

component of DH) to be negative, while in the southwest

quadrant, the heatingwasmuch smaller. As a consequence,

theWN1 component of DH pointed southwest, away from

its relative minimum and toward the relative maximum.

The topography also more directly contributes to U3N’s

asymmetry through the subsidence-caused vertical stretch-

ing that appears in the VA term [2w(›P/›z)] of (3). The
negative vertical velocity and positive PV vertical gra-

dient in the lower levels created the positive VA con-

tribution of PV tendency. In combination, the DH and

VA contributions explain not only the U3N storm’s DT

(the turning to the left as the storm makes landfall), but

also the absence of such deflection in the southerly

landfall case. In case U3S, the subsidence (as manifested

through the warming) was smaller (Fig. 7c), and the

convective activity was less asymmetric (Fig. 7d), leading

to smaller influences from the VA and DH terms. Note

that because the HA vector also shifted during this pe-

riod (Fig. 6), the combined effect of advection and dia-

batic forcing was to keep this storm moving in a nearly

straight course as it approached the Taiwan coast.

As noted in our previous work (H13; Cao et al. 2011),

the terms in this PV tendency decomposition are not in-

dependent. A change in diabatic heating, for example,

directly and indirectly causes PV advection to respond,

which could cause further adjustments in DH. One way of

isolating the influence of DH, however, might be to de-

activate diabatic forcing from microphysics prior to the

development of significant track deflection. Thus, we cre-

ate experiments NDH and OCNDH (Fig. 8), which are

versions of U3N andOC inwhichmicrophysics is switched

off 4h prior to landfall, before significant asymmetries

appeared in the Q field, and integrated a further 6h.

Without microphysics forcing, TCs will eventually spin

down, and in the oceanic control version, stormOCNDH

did weaken relative to OC (not shown), but note that its

motion was little affected (Fig. 8a). Similarly, case NDH

also weakened relative to U3N, and its central pressure

rose from 965hPa at deactivation time to 981hPa at its

eventual landfall (compared to 970hPa for U3N). Im-

portantly, however, without asymmetric DH, typhoon

NDH failed to turn as case U3N did. Instead, its cyclonic

turn was delayed until its essentially unmodified motion

could carry it physically closer to the coastline.

At that point, the VA contribution finally emerged as

significant in case NDH. This is illustrated in Fig. 8b,

which presents PV tendency component vectors for

NDH and U3N, representing conditions just prior to the

onset of the former case’s leftward deflection. This fig-

ure demonstrates that vertical stretching induced by

topography alone suffices to induce DTs. That said, this

experiment also reveals that terrain-induced heating

asymmetries are important and play a crucial role in

storm U3N’s deflection when and where it does occur.

c. Sensitivity tests

Figure 9 presents tracks from versions of the U3N ex-

periment in which the initial vortex was either made

weaker or larger in size (see Table 2). Starting with a

weaker vortex (case U3NV15; brown) slowed the storm’s

development, permitting a larger westward drift that

helped shift the landfall location southward relative to

U3N. Similar to case U3S, the contributions of VA and

DH to U3NV15’s motion were small, consistent with the

absence of deflection as the TC arrived at the coastline.

Convective activity as revealed via precipitation and Q

was not very asymmetric (Fig. 10b), and the weak storm

circulation was blocked by the CMR, leading to little in

the way of downslope warming (Fig. 10a).

FIG. 8. (a) Hourly tracks from the sensitivity experiment with

diabatic heating turned off (NDH; red) at the time denoted by the

bold blue circle, with the control U3N storm track shown for ref-

erence. (b) The PV tendency diagnosis from23 h to landfall for the

U3N 1 and NDH 2 experiments.
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In contrast, expanding the initial vortex (case U3NR100;

light blue) was found to increase the storm speed, albeit

with little alteration in track. Relative to U3N, the

broader circulation of U3NR100 resulted in even more

vigorous (and more asymmetric) convection, as well as

more significant downslope warming (Figs. 10c,d) as the

storm approached the CMR.As a consequence, bothDH

and VA contributions to the PV tendency were larger,

especially the latter, which exceeded U3N’s by 0.7ms21.

For convenience, U3N’s VA and DH vectors are shown

with dashed arrows; the HA vectors point northwestward

in all cases (Figs. 6, 9).

To further examine the effect of topographic blocking

on cyclonic track deflection, experiment U3NT (see

Table 2) utilizes a terrain that is modified by this em-

pirically selected function:

h
new

5 h
taiwan

(42 0:0008h
taiwan

), (5)

where htaiwan is the original Taiwan terrain height in km.

This transformation makes the model terrain higher and

sharper with an extensive plateau but otherwise retains

the general features of the original Taiwan topography

(Fig. 11). In contrast to case U3N, note that the modi-

fied terrain storm U3NT executed a northward (right-

ward) deflection upon approaching the coastline (Fig. 11a).

This appears to be a consequence of both reduced DH

(Fig. 11a) and substantially altered VA (Fig. 11b) contri-

butions to the PV tendencies that occur as storm U3NT

approached the coastline.

First, we note that on cyclone U3NT’s north flank, the

vertical motion and diabatic heating fields (Fig. 11b) were

more vigorous compared to case U3N, with maxima re-

siding at higher altitudes (cf. Figs. 11c and 5a). As a result,

the vertical gradient of Q averaged through the lower

troposphere was less negative in this quadrant of this TC,

which actually acts to reduce the asymmetry of the DH

term. Therefore, one contributing factor to caseU3N’sDT

has been substantially decreased in magnitude. At the

same time, note the VA vector for this case was directed

northwestward and, thus, augmented rather than com-

peted with HA. This appears to occur in this situation

owing to the greater blocking of the TC circulation by the

higher and steeper terrain. Note that the subsidence ap-

peared on the northwest side of the storm, which helped

alter the VA direction, as illustrated in Fig. 11b.

Figure 12 presents moist Froude numbers (Fr; con-

tours) as well as vertically averaged horizontal winds

(vectors) and wind speeds (shadings) for the U3N,

U3NV15, and U3NT experiments. Since we focus on

the flow in the lower levels that may be altered by the

model terrain, the horizontal wind speeds have been

vertically averaged over the lowest 12 model levels (to

about 3.5 km above the surface, which corresponds to

the tallest peaks.). Following Chen and Lin (2005) and

Chen et al. (2008), the moist Froude number is defined

as Fr5U/(Nwh), whereU is horizontal wind speed, h is

the terrain height, and the unsaturated moist Brunt–

Väisälä frequency is N2
w 5 (g/uy)(›uy/›z), with uy being

the virtual potential temperature. The Froude number

concept suggests that the flow can pass over the

mountain barrier when and where Fr is greater than

one, which is favored by higher wind speeds and/or

lower vertical stabilities. In Fig. 12, Fr 5 1 contours

corresponding to presumed U values of 15 (solid), 30

(dashed), and 45m s21 (dotted), respectively, are pro-

vided for reference, and vectors are only shown where

wind speeds exceed these values.

In the U3N experiment (Fig. 12a), the low-level wind

speeds generally exceeded 30ms21 in the area where Fr

was greater than 1 when presumed speeds $15m s21

(i.e., within the area enclosed by the solid black con-

tour). Thus, the low-level flow was generally strong

enough relative to the vertical stability to pass over the

mountain range, and the stretching effect became sig-

nificant. However, when the circulation was weak, as in

the U3NV15 case (Fig. 12b), the low-level flow was

largely blocked. There was corresponding less vertical

stretching, leading to the reduction in the VA contri-

bution to storm motion seen previously (Fig. 10a).

A similar situation occurs in the U3NT case

(Fig. 12c), in which larger wind speeds were needed to

surmount this case’s modified topography, and this

occurred only on the island’s northern and southern

tips. Thus, the stretching effect was concentrated on

the storm’s northwest flank, which caused the VA

contribution to shift in direction. This, combined with

FIG. 9. Hourly tracks of weaker initial storm (Vm 5 15m s21,

experimentU3NV15, orange) and larger initial storm (Rm5 100 km,

experimentU3NR100, light blue), withHA (blue arrow), VA (green

arrow), and DH (red arrow) contributions to storm motion shown,

along with those from U3N experiment (dashed arrows) for com-

parison. The HA vector of U3N is not shown for clarity.
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the reduced convective asymmetry that drives the

DH term, resulted in a rightward-turning DT upon

approaching land.

Finally, we consider experiment U1.5N (Table 2,

Fig. 13), which imposed weaker (21.5m s21) initial

easterly winds. It is immediately apparent that the

track deflection became even more significant with the

slower motion, which gave the typhoonmore time to be

influenced by the vertical stretching and convective

diabatic heating effects, owing to its winds encounter-

ing the topography. As a consequence, the track de-

flection commenced even farther from the coastline,

prolonging the period prior to landfall even more.

Previous studies have shown that DTs can extend

typhoon duration time in the prelandfall phase and

thus may induce more extreme precipitation before the

TC makes landfall (Su et al. 2012).

5. Conclusions

We analyzed 84 typhoons that reached the mountainous

island of Taiwan’s east coast in the past 51 years from 1960

to 2010. Typhoons with ‘‘deflection tracks’’ (DTs), or sig-

nificant motion deviations within a 200-km distance from

the east coast, were examined. Therewere 49DTcases that

turned to the left-hand side (toward the southwest) prior to

landfall, including 18 with very large deflection angles

(DA . 208), and another seven had looped tracks (LTs).

These deflections postponed the typhoons’ landfalls and

prolonged the duration of rainfall in Taiwan. Most of the

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 7, but for the (a),(b) U3NV15 and (c),(d) U3NR100 experiments.
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large DA and LT cases reached Taiwan’s east coast pole-

ward of 248N, provoked localized subsidence warming as-

sociated with downslope flow on their southwestern sides,

and exhibited southward track displacements of 11–26km.

The relative rarity of DTs among storms making landfall

south of 248N suggested to us that mechanisms other than

terrain blocking and the channeling effect may be needed

to explain the DT phenomenon.

Thus, we designed and performed idealized WRF

simulations of DT cases, along with potential vorticity

(PV) tendency diagnoses of stormmotion. The simulated

typhoons encountered a Taiwan-like obstacle composed

of water. The track deflections were interpreted via the

contributions of the horizontal and vertical advection

(HA and VA) and diabatic heating (DH) PV tendencies.

Our control experiment (U3N) exhibited a leftward-

turning DT at 3h prior to making ‘‘landfall’’ on the east

coast, but the HA term did not directly contribute to this

southwestward track deflection. Instead, it was the VA

and DH contributions that provided the roughly 25-km

displacement, the magnitude of which is in general

agreement with those observed for large DA cases.

Except for the very weak storm (U3NV15) and very

tall mountain (U3NT) experiments, the local Froude

(Fr) numbers exceeded 1, and thus, the flow could cross

over the mountain to produce an asymmetric local PV

source in the VA term. In the Fr . 1 situation, the flow

to the south of a storm could cross the steep terrain and

FIG. 11. Results from terrain sensitivity experiment U3NT, which shares model settings with U3N but with

a modified, plateau-type Taiwan topography (see text). (a) Rainfall (shaded) and vertically averaged diabatic

heating Q similar to Fig. 7b, but superposed with U3NT tracks (blue) and HA (blue vector) and DH (red vector)

contributions for simulations U3NT and U3N. The vertically averaged diabatic heatingQ (orange) is contoured at

12, 15, 18, 21, 27, 30, 33, and 36K h21. (b) Potential temperature anomalies for U3NT, as in Fig. 7a. (c) As in Fig. 5,

but from 23 h to landfall for U3NT. The cross-sectional location is indicated by the dashed line in (a).
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cause significant vortex stretching, which appears in the

PV tendency’s VA term, helping to shift the storm

southward from its original northwestward heading.

This leads to the large DA typhoons. The vortex

stretching was most significant for TCs approaching the

northern part of the island, in agreement with the ob-

servation that most large DA cases have occurred on the

northern part of Taiwan’s east coast.

The cross-mountain subsidence also suppresses

convection on the southwestern side of the storms as

they approach the Taiwan east coast, establishing

asymmetry in the diabatic forcing within the typhoons

that directly affects storm motion through the PV

equation’s DH term. For TCs approaching the north-

ern part of the island, this asymmetry contributed to

the storms’ southward deflections prior to landfall, in a

manner similar to that examined in H13. For storms

approaching southern Taiwan, however, the vortex

stretching was not nearly as significant, and convective

activity remained more symmetric, and thus, much less

deflection resulted. Our results highlight the impor-

tance of cross-mountain, flow-induced vortex stretch-

ing and asymmetric diabatic heating to typhoon

deflection tracks.
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